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Nonadiabatic molecular dynamics simulation of ultrafast pump-probe
experiments on I 2 in solid rare gases
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Recent experimental studies of bothA andB state photoexcitation of I2 and the ensuing many-body
dynamics in rare gas matrices by Apkarian and co-workers are simulated using the methods we
presented in an earlier work combining nonadiabatic molecular dynamics with semiempirical
diatomics-in-molecules~DIM ! excited state electronic structure techniques. We extend our DIM
methods to compute the ion pair states of the I2-rare gas crystal system and use these states together
with a model of the configurational dependence of the electronic dipole operator matrix elements to
calculate the time resolved probe absorption signals in these pump - probe experiments using a
simple golden rule result. Our computed signals are in remarkable agreement with experiments and
we use our calculations to provide a detailed microscopic analysis of the channels to predissociation
and recombination underlying these experiments. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~97!02017-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrafast spectroscopic studies of molecular photodis
ciation over a range of solvent conditions from gases to
condensed phases enable detailed interrogation of the
namics of breaking and remaking of chemical bonds, and
influence of solvent environment on these fundamen
chemical processes. A very large body of work includi
both time independent, and time resolved spectroscopic
periments, as well as analytic theories and molecular dyn
ics simulations1–7 @see Ref.~1! for other references to thi
theoretical and computational work#, has been devoted to th
study of diatomic molecular photodissociation, in particu
the photodissociation of I2, in clusters,8–13 solids,14–16

liquids,1,17–24and high pressure gases25–29composed of non-
polar molecules ranging from simple rare gas atoms to m
complex polyatomic solvents such as cyclohexane
benzene.30

The interpretation of much of this work is complicate
by two related issues: First, despite the fact that many of
gas phase potential surfaces for I2 are known quite accu
rately, the perturbation of these surfaces due to the pres
of the solvent environment has only recently become am
nable to detailed study through the application of semiem
ical electronic structure methods to these complex ma
body interactions.1,31–37 Secondly, these processes a
fundamentally electronically nonadiabatic so the dynam
which governs dissociation of the molecule on a repuls
surface, and its subsequent recombination into a bound e
tronic state necessarily involves nonadiabatic motion o
perhaps many coupled electronic surfaces. Computati

a!Present address: Department of Chemistry, University of California, B
keley, CA 94720.
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methods for treating this type of nonadiabatic dynamics in
accurate and reliable way have only recently be
developed.38–41

In a recent paper1 we showed how semiempirica
diatomics-in-molecules~DIM ! electronic structure tech
niques could be combined with nonadiabatic molecular
namics methods to provide an accurate general overview
I2 B state predissociation and subsequent geminate reco
nation dynamics in liquid xenon consistent with experime
tal findings. We found that these methods provided a reas
able description of the influence of solvent on t
nonadiabatic couplings between electronic states and sho
that these techniques gave subpicosecond timescales for
dissociation and recombination, as well as relaxation pa
ways which were in good agreement with experimental fin
ings.

In this article we address the more ambitious task
computing specific experimental spectra using these meth
and provide a first principles understanding of the effect
many-body interactions on nonadiabatic dynamics which
in general the underlying challenge of condensed phase
active dynamics. We will focus on the simulation of tim
resolved pump-probe signals from I2 in rare gas matrices
following excitation of the I2 to either its A(3P1u) or
B@3Pu(0

1)# excited electronic states. After excitation by th
pump pulse, the I atom fragments move apart due to
repulsive nature of these excited state surfaces in
Franck–Condon region. In the gas phase, the I atoms wo
separate to infinity, yielding a unit probability of photodiss
ciation. In the solid, however, the lattice prevents perman
dissociation by caging the photofragments. Unlike the c
in liquids and van der Waals clusters, cage-induced rec
bination of I2 proceeds with unit probability in solid rare ga
matrices.
r-
692323/19/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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The microscopic dynamics of these photodissociat
and recombination processes can in principle be explore
detail using ultrafast time resolved pump-pro
experiments,11,17,24,42in which a delayed probe pulse interro
gates the evolving mixed excited state by promoting the s
tem to even higher energy electronic excited states
watching when and where these probe excitations take pl
For I2 in rare gas matrices this probing can be viewed
proximately as excitation from some transient mixture
states~including theA, A8, X, B, or some predissociative
intermediate state! to various possible solvated ion pair fin
excited states. The experimental observable in these stu
is the laser induced fluorescence from these final ion-
states as a function of pump-probe delay.

In a series of recent experiments,15,42–45Apkarian and
co-workers reported time resolved pump-probe meas
ments on I2 isolated in Ar and Kr cryogenic matrices an
showed that vibrational populations created by ultrashort
ser pulses retained their coherence for more than 5 ps
photoexcitation to theA or B states. These surprising find
ings of relaxation timescales in the solid which are more th
an order of magnitude longer than typical timings for pred
sociation and geminate recombination of I2 in liquids must
be understood in terms of molecular vibrations crea
through the sequence of photodissociation, collision with
host cage, energy loss, recoil, and recombination.45 Despite
the rich information content in experimental pump-pro
data, the signals are the result of complex many-body
namics, the details of which cannot be extracted by a curs
examination of the results.45 It is thus essential to combin
the experimental studies with theoretical simulations t
face the challenge of yielding a comprehensive understa
ing of the signals and their underlying dynamics.

Early molecular dynamics~MD! simulations were re-
stricted to studies of vibrational relaxation46–48 or adiabatic
caging5–7,42,44where nonadiabatic dynamics was complet
disregarded and pairwise additive interactions were assum
In this article we will demonstrate that the molecular dyna
ics involved in these microscopic processes is fundamen
nonadiabatic, and that the interactions of the open shell
cies~the separating I atoms! with the surrounding condense
phase environment which are responsible for the nona
batic couplings are explicitly many-body in nature.1,32,43

The article is organized as follows: Our preparation
the nonadiabatic MD ensemble of initial conditions cons
tent with vertical pump excitation is first described in Se
II A. Next, in Sec. II B our application of the golden rule t
computing the pump-probe signals from our ensemble
nonadiabatic surface hopping trajectories is outlined. Sec
II C describes our calculation of the ion pair states using
diatomics-in-ionic-systems~DIIS! extension of the DIM
method. For a description of our nonadiabatic MD metho
and DIM calculations of the covalent state manifolds we
fer the reader to Ref. 1. In Sec. II D we detail the model
the dipole operator matrix elements used in our calculati
of the signals. Section III presents our results for initial e
citation I2 in solid argon to both itsA state~Sec. III A!, and
its B state~Sec. III B! and makes detailed comparisons w
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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available experimental results. In Sec. III C we explore
effect of changing the matrix from argon to xenon predict
by our calculations and the article is finally concluded in S
IV.

II. METHODS

A. Sample preparation and photoexcitation

The approach we employ for computing the experime
tal pump-probe signals involves first generating equilibriu
solvent configurations of the ground state I2-rare gas matrix
system for which the experimental pump frequencies
resonant with the energy difference between the grounX
state and either theA or B excited states. Ensembles of 7
independent trajectories are first equilibrated for about 10
atT540 K in the argon matrix. Each individual trajectory
started from an undistorted fcc crystal of 108 argon ato
with an I2 molecule in a double substitutional site.42,49 Due
to the fact that an I2 molecule is considerably larger than a
argon atom it fits perfectly in such a cavity which is creat
by removing two nearest neighbor argon atoms. Despite
fact that xenon atoms are much larger than argon atoms
long axis of the I2 molecule is still at least 40% larger tha
the xenon atom diameter. As such we have also initiated
studies of photoexcitation of I2 in zero pressure xenon ma
trices (r*51.16) reported in Sec. III from configuration
along an equilibrated trajectory of an I2 molecule in a double
substitional site in the xenon matrix.

Each of these ground state equilibrated trajectories
then evolved adiabatically in theX state until the pump reso
nance condition is achieved. These pump resonant confi
rations are used as independent initial conditions for vert
photoexcitation to the appropriateA or B states, leaving all
coordinates and velocities unchanged. The electronic exp
sion coefficient vectors are set to the appropriate initial u
vectors for the relevant photoexcitation in each ensem
member and the nonadiabatic MD methods coupled with
DIM techniques presented in Ref. 1 are used to evolve
photoexcited ensemble of surface hopping trajectories c
sistent with the coherently propagated dynamical mixed s
electronic wavefunction for each trajectory. Mixed state e
citations are possible within our formulation but we have n
considered them in these studies.

The 72 ensemble members for each calculation repo
here were actually run in 4 groups of 18. The qualitati
behavior of our calculated signals averaged over the full
semble and reported in Sec. III is actually reproduced in e
smaller group of trajectories, thus adding more ensem
members just smooths our results rather than introducing
qualitatively new types of dynamics. We thus believe that
this system our relatively small sample of trajectories giv
statistically meaningful qualitative results.

B. Method for calculating pump-probe signals

Calculating the subsequent probe absorption signals
essarily involves the calculation of the upper ion pair sta
as well as the dipole operator matrix elements,m i f , which
, No. 17, 1 May 1997
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 This ar
couple these ion pair states to the various covalent st
occupied as a result of the excited state nonadiabatic dyn
ics. The calculation of these states and the dipole oper
matrix elements are detailed in Secs. II C and II D. The
results are then used in the following golden rule express
for the bare signal,S(t), with time delayt between the pump
and probe pulses:

S~ t !;(
i

(
f
E dRr i~R,t !um i f

ad~R!u2d~DVi f ~R!2hnprobe!.

~2.1!

Herer i(R,t) is the nonequilibrium time dependent probab
ity density that the absorption transition takes place fr
initial adiabatic statei at nuclear configurationR, m i f

ad are the
R-dependent electronic transition dipole operator matrix
ements between the adiabatic states, and the energy con
ing d function counts only configurations for which th
probe resonance condition,DVi f (R)5Vf

ion(R)2Vi
cov(R)

5hnprobe, is satisfied. Herenprobeis the probe frequency an
Vi
cov(R) andVf

ion(R) are the covalent and ion pair adiaba
state energies, respectively. Use of this golden rule exp
sion to compute probe signals assumes that the nuc
framework remains stationary during the probe electronic
citation.

Our ensemble ofN surface hopping trajectories is dis
tributed among the adiabatic states according to the cohe
evolution of the dynamical mixed state electronic wavefu
tion. With this representation the time dependent nonequ
rium probability density of occupying adiabatic statei at
time t is simply

r i~R,t !5
1

N(
k51

N

d j ki
d@R2Rk~ t !#, ~2.2!

where the sum is over the ensemble ofN surface hopping
trajectories, with trajectoryk at positionRk(t) and occupy-
ing adiabatic electronic statej k at time t.

Substituting into Eq.~2.1! and integrating over nuclea
coordinates we obtain the signal as an average over ou
semble of surface hopping trajectories

S~ t !;
1

N(
k51

N

(
f

um f j k
ad @Rk~ t !#u2d$DVf j k

@Rk~ t !#2hnprobe%.

~2.3!

Due to the finite duration of the assumed Gauss
shaped probe pulse in time, its frequency spectrum is n
monochromatic. We model this frequency distribution a
transform limited Gaussian in probe pulse energy so
counting for the finite energy spread of the probe pulse
we write the signal as

S~ t !;
1

N(
k51

N

(
f

um f j k
ad @Rk~ t !#u2

3exp@2$DVf j k
@Rk~ t !#2hnprobe%

2/2s2#. ~2.4!

Finally, to take account of the finite time duration of th
pump pulse we convolute the bare signalS(t) with the pump
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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pulse shape modeled as a Gaussian of 150 fs FWHM~i.e.,
d563.7 fs!. Our final expression for the experimental sign
is thus obtained as

s~ t !'E
2`

`

dt8 exp
~ t2t8!2

2d2
S~ t8!. ~2.5!

C. Diatomics-in-ionic-systems calculation of ion pair
states

In this section we present our implementation of t
diatomics-in-ionic systems method~DIIS! for computing po-
tential energy surfaces~PES! of covalent and electron trans
fer ion pair molecular states of an I2 molecule embedded in
solid argon. This semiempirical approach is the diatomics
molecules~DIM ! method50–52supplemented by classical ex
pressions for the induction energy and has been success
investigated by Lastet al.34 in studies of chlorine atoms em
bedded in xenon clusters.

We expand the time dependent electronic wave funct
of the polyatomic system,C(t), in terms of a canonical se
of valence bond ~VB! adiabatic state wave functions
fk(t),

C~ t !5(
k
ak~ t !fk~ t ! ~2.6!

and we write the VB wave functionsfk(t) in terms of di-
abatic polyatomic basis functions~pbf’s!, F j ,

fk~ t !5(
j

Gk jF j , ~2.7!

where the expansion coefficientsGk j are the DIIS eigenvec-
tors. The pbf’s, written as linear combinations of simp
products of atomic functions~spaf’s!, are products of atomic
and diatomic functions and are assumed to be eigenfunct
of their respective atomic and diatomic Hamiltonians w
eigenvalues equal to experimental energies. The argon a
and I2 ions are restricted to be in their ground states and
represent them by single1S0 functions since they have S
symmetry closed shells. The I atoms as well as I1 cations
haveP-symmetry open shells and are represented with2P
and3P functions, respectively.

The diabatic polyatomic basis functionsF j are written
as antisymmetrized products ofS-symmetrical functions of
the N argon atoms andz ( j ) group functions of the iodine
molecule,

F j5Âz~ j !)
i51

N

us~ i !&, ~2.8!

where the indexj indicates the electronic state of I2. The
zero overlap of atomic orbitals approximation~ZOAO!, al-
lows us to omit the antisymmetrization operator,Â rendering
the polyatomic wave function as a simple product of atom
and diatomic group functions. The error arising from th
approximation is proportional to the square of the over
, No. 17, 1 May 1997
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TABLE I. Molecular orbitals of I–I1.

Casec type Casec type wave function Re~Å! Te (cm21) ve (cm21) vexe (cm21) Refs.

D8,(2g) 1/A2$u22&uS&2uS&u22&% 3.58 40 388.3 104.0 0.2065 59,60
1/A2$u222&uS&2uS&u222&%

b,(1g) 1/A2$u21&uS&2uS&u21&% 3.61 40 821.0 105.0 0.2300 61,60
1/A2$u221&uS&2uS&u221&%

D,(0u
1) 1/A2$u20&uS&1uS&u20&% 3.58 41 026.5 95.0 0.1400 62,60,57,5

E,(0g
1) 1/A2$u20&uS&2uS&u20&% 3.65 41 412.0 101.4 0.2048 63,61,60

g,(1u) 1/A2$u21&uS&1uS&u21&% 3.67 41 621.0 95.0 0.2220 64,60
1/A2$u221&uS&1uS&u221&%

d,(2u) 1/A2$u22&uS&1uS&u22&% 3.77 41 789.0 100.2 0.1300 64,60
1/A2$u222&uS&1uS&u222&%

f ,(0g
1) 1/A2$u10&uS&2uS&u10&% 3.57 47 026.0 104.2 0.2100 65,60

g,(0g
2) 1/A2$u00&uS&2uS&u00&% 3.61 47 070.0 105.7 0.5000 60

F,(0u
1) 1/A2$u10&uS&1uS&u10&% 3.59 47 218.0 96.0 0.3600 60

G,(1g) 1/2$u11&uS&2uS&u11&% 3.53 47 559.0 106.6 0.2151 66,60
1/2$u121&uS&2uS&u121&%

(0u
2) 1/A2$u00&uS&1uS&u00&% 3.79 50 100.0 99.4 ~0.2000! 60

(1u) 1/2$u11&uS&1uS&u11&% 3.69 50 150.0 102.6 ~0.2000! 60
1/2$u121&uS&1uS&u121&%
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integrals and has been shown to be small in DIM calcu
tions on halogen atoms in noble gases.34

In principle we could include configurations that a
neutral ArnI2 as well as ion pair configurations, ArnI

1I2 and
charge transfer to solvent ionic configuratio
Arn21Ar

1I2
2 , and take into account the couplings betwe

these configurations. However, in our implementation of
method we neglect configurations that involve the posit
charge delocalization in the matrix. The difference of t
ionization energies of the Ar and I atoms suggests that
Arn21Ar

1I2
2 states will lie;5 eV above any of the ion pai

states of spectroscopic interest. Furthermore, we neglec
couplings between covalent and ionic configurations. T
latter approximation, which is justified by the fact that for
I atom the ionization energy is much higher than its elect
affinity so the ion pair states have much higher energies t
any of the covalent states considered in our calculatio
block-diagonalizes the Hamiltonian matrix into covalent a
ionic configurations. As discussed above the charge tran
to solvent states is higher in energy again and so is c
pletely decoupled from our calculations. In Fig. 5 where
present our calculated electronic states for I2 in the argon
matrix we see that the ion pair states are indeed well se
rated from the covalent states for this system.

Covalent valence states are calculated according to
methods detailed in Ref. 1 including in our basis set for
iodine molecule the 23 covalent electronic states that co
late with the ground term (2P) iodine atoms, ten of which
arise from2P3/21

2P3/2 ~3/2,3/2!, ten from 2P3/21
2P1/2 ~3/

2,1/2!, and three from2P1/21
2P1/2 ~1/2,1/2! dissociation

limits.53

Gas phase potential surfaces for the ion pair states h
been the subject of much experimental investigation~see ref-
erences in Table I as well as Refs. 54–58!. For our calcula-
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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tion of ionic states, the basis set is now extended to incl
12 ion pair states arising from the I2(1S)1I1(3P) configu-
rations, which group in six states (0g

1 ,0u
1 ,1g ,1u ,2g ,2u)

that correspond to I1(3P2) and six states (0g
1 ,0u

1 ,0g
2 ,0u

1 ,
1g ,1u) associated with I1(3P1,0). These ion pair states ar
presented in Table I distributed in two blocks according
their different dissociation limits and classified according
their different symmetry species. In the first column of Tab
I we identify electronic states according to the value of t
projection of the total angular momentum in the direction
the bondV and in the second column we summarize expr
sions for the diatomic wave functionsz ( j ). Any of these
functions may be expressed by the linear combination
follows:

z~ j !5c1uJj
~a!M j

~a!&uS~b!&1c2uS~a!&uJj
~b!M j

~b!&, ~2.9!

where the ion pair electronic state of the I2 molecule is la-
beled by indexj and the labels~a! and ~b! indicate the dif-
ferent iodine atoms. The ion pair molecular states are t
written in a basis set of simple products of atomic functio
~spaf’s! in which the closed shell I2 ion is modeled using a
1S function and the I1 ion is modelled using3P functions.
These spaf’scm,n are thus defined as

cm,n5uS&uJ~n!M ~n!& J~n!52,1,0
~2.10!

M ~n!52J~n!,2J~n!11, . . . ,J~n!,

wherem enumerates the differentuJ(n)M (n)& states listed
above of cationn, in the total angular momentum represe
tation ~coupled representation!, J5L1S andM is the pro-
jection ofJ in the direction of the bond. In this model of th
ion pair states the other iodine particle is an anion with
spherical closed shelluS& electronic charge distribution
, No. 17, 1 May 1997
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FIG. 1. Experimental gas phase potential surfaces for I1–I2. The six lowest and six highest states are labelled in order of increasing minimum potential
Te as presented in Table I.
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States withV different from zero are double degenera
Each degenerate state corresponds to one of the two pos
orientations for the projection of the total angular moment
in the direction of the bond. Consequently the 12 Hun
case~c! molecular states form a basis set of 18 states inc
ing degeneracies.

The energy levels of the system are now obtained in
usual way by forming the Hamiltonian matrix of orde
18318 with the basis set described above and diagonaliz

Due to the lack of interatomic~atomic-diatomic! elec-
tron permutations in the polyatomic functions@ZOAO ver-
sion of Eq. ~2.8!#, the Hamiltonian of the system can b
partitioned into interatomic and atomic terms according t67

Ĥ5(
K

(
L.K

H ~KL !2n(
K

H ~K !, ~2.11!

whereH (K) is the Hamiltonian operator of atomK and con-
tains all kinetic energy operators and intra-atomic poten
energy terms that depend solely on the position of atomK
and on the coordinates of those electrons initially assigne
this atom. Similarly,H (KL) is the Hamiltonian operator ap
propriate for the diatomic fragmentKL.

The diatomic fragment Hamiltonian for I2I1,

HI (q1)I (q2), is constructed from curves of pair potentials
states listed in Table I, that are presented in Fig. 1 and
proximated by gas phase Morse functions
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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V5Te1
ve

4xe
$12exp@2Avexe4pcm/\~R2Re!#%

2,

~2.12!

wherem is the reduced mass of the diatomic molecule a
parametersRe, Te, ve, and vexe, presented in columns
3–6, were taken from Refs. presented in column 7. Alter
tive forms for these interactions have been proposed68,69 but
due to the availability of parameters for the Morse poten
given above we have used this form to describe all I22I1

interactions.
The Morse parameters for the gas phase ion pair po

tial surfaces presented in Table I were obtained by fitting
many vibrational bands in the emission spectrum of the
cited ion pair states.60 These fitted forms are only reliable i
the region of the excited ion pair state wells between;3 and
;4.5 Å. One could imagine constraining the parameters d
ing the fitting of these shifted Morse forms to take account
the fact that the different groups of states have common
sociation limits, however, such a constrained fit was
undertaken.60 The added flexibility of the unconstrained fi
probably gives curves which very accurately represent
well regions, but the behavior at large bond lengths, as s
in Fig. 1, does not reflect the correct pattern of comm
dissociation energies. As we shall see later~see discussion o
, No. 17, 1 May 1997
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Figs. 4 and 5, for example!, the position of the active prob
absorption windows in these experiments lie in the range
4.5 Å and this is precisely the region where these unc
strained fitted curves are probably quite reliable.

The ArI1 pair interactions were modeled by a potent
constructed with a short range interaction term suppleme
by a long range attraction which is dominated by a21/r 4

term with significant contribution from a21/r 6 term. The
short range term is approximated by Ar2I potentials of the
usual S, P, and P̄ orientations as described in Ref. 7
These potentials are constructed using the Morse-Mo
switching function-van der Waals~MMSV! potential forms
from Ref. 71 for theX1/2, I3/2, andII 1/2 potentials. The
X1/2 andI3/2 states correlate with the2P3/21

1S0 asymptote,
while the II 1/2 correlates with2P1/21

1S0. 1/2 and 3/2 fol-
lowing X, I , andII are theV quantum numbers whereV is
the projection of the total electronic angular momentu
along the molecular axis. In this article we follow the co
vention presented in our previous work1 where vectorS is in
the reference frame of the diatomic fragment oriented al
the Ri j vector,P is perpendicular toS and located in the
plane formed byRi j and thex-axis, whileP̄ is perpendicular
to this plane ~see Fig. 2 of Ref. 1!. The Hamiltonian

H I1Ar( i ) is thus written in the reference frame of the diatom
fragment I1Ar( i ) as,

H I1Ar~ i !5F VP 0 0

0 VP̄ 0

0 0 VS

G . ~2.13!

In order to express this Hamiltonian in the basis set of
~2.10! we first transform it from thep states defined in the
reference frame of the diatomic fragment, (pP ,pP̄ ,pS), to
the fixed reference frame of the laboratory (px ,py ,pz) ac-
cording to the transformation

DH I1Ar~ i !D21, ~2.14!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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whereD is the Cartesian rotation matrix with row vecto
constructed from the projections of the unit vectorsx̂, ŷ, and
ẑ along theP, P̄, andS axes~see Fig. 2 of Ref. 1!:

D5F sin~a! 0 cos~a!

2cos~b!cos~a! sin~b! cos~b!sin~a!

2sin~b!cos~a! 2cos~b! sin~b!sin~a!
G .
~2.15!

The HamiltonianH I1Ar( i ) expressed in the basis set ofp
states defined in the fixed reference frame of the labora
(px ,py ,pz) is then transformed to thep basis functions de-
fined in the reference frame of the iodine molecule accord
to the transformation defined by Eq.~2.14! where the new
transformation matrixD is defined as the inverse of the Ca
tesian rotation matrix presented above, where now the b
vector connecting the atoms I(1) and I(2) defines thez-axis of
the coordinate system.

This Hamiltonian,H I1Ar( i ), is then transformed to the
complexp basis functions, (p1 ,p0 ,p21), defined by

p15@px1 ipy#/A2, p05pz , and p215@px2 ipy#/A2
~2.16!

according to the transformation defined by Eq.~2.14! where
this next transformation matrixD is defined as follows:

D5F 1/A2 i /A2 0

0 0 1

1/A2 2 i /A2 0
G . ~2.17!

H I1Ar( i ) is now a 333 matrix in the complexuml& basis set.
In order to express it in the 939 uncoupled representation
uml ms&, we must perform the outer product with the 333
identity matrix,1̂3, according to
q.
H^ 1̂3 5 3
H11 0 0 H12 0 0 H13 0 0

0 H11 0 0 H12 0 0 H13 0

0 0 H11 0 0 H12 0 0 H13

H21 0 0 H22 0 0 H23 0 0

0 H21 0 0 H22 0 0 H23 0

0 0 H21 0 0 H22 0 0 H23

H31 0 0 H32 0 0 H33 0 0

0 H31 0 0 H32 0 0 H33 0

0 0 H31 0 0 H32 0 0 H33

4 . ~2.18!

Finally, the Hamiltonian is expressed in the coupled representation,uJM&, according to the transformation defined by E
~2.14!, where D is the Clebsh–Gordon matrix defined in the transformation expression
, No. 17, 1 May 1997
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Ar2I2 interactions are modeled by a MMSV empiric
potential71 and rare gas atom interactions are approxima
by a Lennard–Jones potential withe583.26 cm21 and
s53.405 Å.

The total Hamiltonian is then written as the direct su
over all diatomic-fragment Hamiltonians of the system
follows:

H5H ~ I2I1!11̂2^ F (
k51

N

H I~a!
1 Ar~k!

11̂9^ (
k51

N

VI~b!
2 Ar~k!G

1F (
k51

N

H I~b!
1 Ar~k!

11̂9^ (
k51

N

VI~a!
2 Ar~k!G ^ 1̂211̂18

^ (
i51

N21

(
k. i

N

VAr~ i !Ar~k!
, ~2.20!

where the constant monoatomic contribution appearing
Eq. ~2.11! is omitted. The energy of the system is calculat
relative to the energy of infinitely separated neutral spec
in the ground state:

E`52EI[ 2P3/2]
1(

j51

N

EAr . ~2.21!

As presented above, the diatomic termsH (ArI2),
H (ArI1) include the energy of polarization of neutral Ar a
oms by the charged species I2 and I1. However, in order to
take account of the self-consistent many-body nature of
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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electric field responsible for polarization we determine t
induction energy in the electrostatic approximation sepa
ing it as a special termhn ,

Hmn,mn5^cm,nuĤucm,n&5(
i

(
j. i

VAr~ i !Ar~ j !

1(
j

@ṼI
n
1Ar j

1ṼI2Ar j
#

1VI
J~n!M ~n!
1

I21hn ~2.22!

and we approximatehn by the classical expression for th
energy of polarization as follows72–74

hn5(
j

m jFRj I2

Rj I2
3 2

Rj I1

Rj I1
3 G1(

j
(
i. j

m j•T i j •m i

1(
j

m j3m j

2a j
. ~2.23!

In Eq. ~2.22!, Ṽ is defined as

Ṽ5V1
C4

R4 , ~2.24!

whereC4 is expressed in terms of the atomic polarizabil
of Ar, a, and the charge of the ionq as
, No. 17, 1 May 1997
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C45
1
2q

2a. ~2.25!

For the calculation ofhn we consider atoms as nonove
lapping polarizable spheres and compute the induced di
momentsm j self-consistently according to the followin
equation:

mk5akFRkI1S~ uRkI1u!
RkI1
3 2

RkI2S~ uRkI2u!
RkI2
3

2(
jÞk

T jk•m j G , ~2.26!

whereT jk are the components of the dipole-dipole intera
tion tensor given by

Tjk52
3

r 5F x22r 2/3 xy xz

xy y22r 2/3 yz

xz yz z22r 2/3
G , ~2.27!

where r is the interatomic distance with cartesian comp
nentsx, y, andz, and the switching functionS(R) is defined
as75

S~R!55
1.0 if R,~r C2r S!

1.01R3~26.0R2115.0R210.0!

if ~r C2r S!,R,r C

0.0 if R.r C

, ~2.28!

where r C is equal to half of the length of the cell an
r S51 Å.

D. Calculation of transition dipole operator matrix
elements

The R-dependent electronic transition dipole opera
matrix elementsm i f

ad between ~VB! adiabatic statesf j

needed in the computation of the signals outlined in Sec.
can be written in terms of the dipole operator matrix e
ments in the diabatic basis set,Fk , as follows

m f j k
ad 5^f f um̂uf j k

&5(
m

(
n

Gmf* Gn jk
^Fmum̂uFn&, ~2.29!

where the pbf’s,Fk , are linear combinations of products o
atomic functions which are not explicitly specified within th
DIM or DIIS formulation. Thus integrals of these function
over electronic coordinatesr like the diabatic dipole operato
matrix elementsmmn

di (R)5^Fmum̂uFn&(R) needed in Eq.
~2.29! are not readily available. We have overcome t
problem by assuming that the gas phase selection rules
operate for the diabatic transition dipole matrix elemen
According to these selections rules, the diabatic transi
dipole matrix elements are different from zero only for tra
sitions betweeng and u states for whichDV50,61 with
V being the quantum number for the projection of the el
tronic angular momentum onto the I2I bond axis. Despite
the fact that theDV561 transitions are technically al
lowed, their intensities in the gas phase are typically at le
100 times smaller than those of theDV50 bands.53,59,76

Thus in our calculations of the absorption intensities we h
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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included only transitions between diabatic states for wh
DV50. The final aspect of the selection rules for transitio
between electronic states in the coupled Hund case~c! rep-
resentation is that ifV50 the only allowed transitions ar
those which involve states with the same reflection symm
try in a plane containing the bond. Thus transitio
01↔01 and 02↔02 are allowed while 01↔02 is forbid-
den. Note that these symmetry considerations are for the
tal spin-orbit coupled wave functions in this representatio

The angular momentum projection quantum numb
and symmetries in the coupled representation are give
parentheses in the state labels of the diabatic basis func
used to describe our DIIS ion pair states presented in Tab
The adiabatic states occupied by our excited nonadiab
MD trajectories will be linear combinations of diabatic bas
states predominately in the covalent state manifold wh
dissociates to twoJ53/2 atoms@the~3/2,3/2! covalent mani-
fold#, or the initially excitedB state from the~3/2,1/2! cova-
lent manifold. The covalent diabatic states we thus cons
in our intensity calculations have the following symmet
labels presented in the uncoupled representation, followe
the coupled representation in parentheses:1 X,1Sg

1(0g
1),

A8,3P2u(2u), A,3P1u
1 (1u),

3Pu(0u
2), B,3Pu(0u

1),
1Pu(1u),

3P2g(2g), a,
3P1g(1g), a8,3Sg

2(0g
1), 3Su

1(0u
2),

and3D3u(3u).
Using the selection rules for transitions between state

the coupled representation outlined earlier, together with
diabatic state symmetry designations listed above and
Table I, we have calculated adiabatic transition dipole m
ment matrix elements according to Eq.~2.29! and included in
our calculations all the following allowed transitions b
tween diabatic states

@Type ~i! transitions:# X(0g
1)↔D(0u

1), X(0g
1)↔F(0u

1),
A8(2u)↔D8(2g), A(1u)↔b(1g), A(1u)↔G(1g),
@Type ~ii ! transitions:# 3Pu(0u

2)↔g(0g
2), 1Pu(1u)↔b(1g),

1Pu(1u)↔G(1g),
3P2g(2g)↔d(2u), a3P1g(1g)↔g(1u),

a3P1g(1g)↔(1u), a83Sg
2(0g

1)↔D(0u
1), a83Sg

2(0g
1)

↔F(0u
1), 3Su

1(0u
2)↔g(0g

2), and
@Type ~iii ! transitions:# B3Pu(0u

1)↔ f (0g
1), B3Pu(0u

1)
↔E(0g

1).

Here we have divided the transitions into three distin
groups; those originating from bound covalent states wh
dissociate to a pair ofJ53/2 atoms@type ~i! transitions#,
transitions originating from unbound covalent states wh
dissociate to a pair ofJ53/2 atoms@type ~ii ! transitions#,
and transitions originating from theB state@type ~iii ! transi-
tions# which form part of the covalent manifold of state
which dissociate to aJ53/2 atom and aJ51/2 atom.

In our calculations we have further assumed that
electronic transition moments,mmn

di (R), are weakly depen-
dent on solvent coordinates and depend only on the I2I bond
length according to simple functional forms presented in
literature58,77,78 that have been successfully investigated
studies and simulations ofD→X and E→B fluorescence
spectra of I2 in the gas phase. For all type~i! transitions we
assume the same dependence on bond length and the
, No. 17, 1 May 1997
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strength with the following expression for the dipole mat
element78

m~ i !
di ~RI2I!5A exp@2RI2I#, ~2.30!

with A510. The dipole matrix elements for all type~ii ! tran-
sitions are assumed to have the same exponentially deca
bond length dependence but the strength of the dipole ma
elements coupling these dissociative states to the ion
manifold are assumed to be smaller than the matrix elem
for the bound states. Thus

m~ i i !
di ~RI2I!5B exp~2RI2I!, ~2.31!

with B50.1.
All transitions originating from theB state@our type~iii !

transitions# have been modeled using the following form77

m~ i i i !
di ~RI2I!5

0.00285

0.091~RI2I23.89!4
. ~2.32!

This choice makes the type~iii ! transitions about 100 time
less intense than the type~i! transitions, consistent with ex
perimental observations.59,76 In the above expressions a
bond lengths are in Ångstroms. The type~i! and ~iii ! func-
tions used here are based on information from previous
phase experiments, while the type~ii ! dipole function is pro-
posed by the authors. We found that ourA state photoexci-
tation signals are insensitive to the choice of the type~ii !
dipole function and these transitions could be made jus
intense as the type~i! transitions with little effect on theA
state photoexcitation signal. However, in order to obt
qualitative agreement with the experimental results for kr
ton presented in Fig. 1 of Ref. 45 we assumed that type~ii !
transitions from the dissociative states were considerably
intense than the type~i! transitions. Thus we conclude tha
type ~i! transitions make the most significant contribution f
these signals.

III. RESULTS

We present our results in three subsections. First
compare our calculated pump-probe absorption signals
A state photoexcitation of I2 in solid argon with the pub-
lished experimental results of Apkarian and co-workers42

After demonstrating the accuracy of our calculations we
these methods to predict the pump-probe absorption sig
for B state excitation of I2 in this system. This higher energ
excitation can open electronically nonadiabatic channels
predissociation which we have surveyed in our recent liq
phase studies.1 Here we explore the effects of these pred
sociation channels on the ultrafast pump-probe spectrosc
of I2 in solid argon and compare and contrast our findin
with available experimental results and the behavior
served for lower energyA state excitation dynamics. Finall
we explore the effects of changing the nature of solid ma
on the excited state relaxation dynamics by comparing
above results in argon matrices withA andB state relaxation
dynamics in solid xenon.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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A. Detailed comparison with available experimental
results: A state excitation of I 2 in solid argon.

In order to check on the accuracy and reliability of o
calculated signal we compare our results with the experim
tal pump-probe signals obtained by Apkarian and co-work
for A state excitation of I2 in solid argon in Fig. 2. This
figure shows the strong trends in these signals with pr
wavelength. In the experiments the probe pulses are obta
by frequency doubling the pump. As discussed by Apkar
and co-workers changing the pump frequency shifts the r
tive timings of the different peaks in these signals by fai
small amounts due to the fact that the excited state pack
placed at only slightly different positions as the pump wav
length is changed. In our calculations we have fixed
pump wavelength at 705 nm, run our ensemble of nona
batic dynamical trajectories from this initial resonance co
dition, and then conducted the analysis of these nonadiab
dynamical trajectories at various probe wavelengths as
lined in Sec. II B.

The first feature to note when comparing our calcula
signals with the experimental results is that the ove
shapes of the experimental data, and the trend in these sh
with probe wavelength is well reproduced by our calcu
tions. At the longest wavelength (lprobe5370 nm! for ex-
ample, the signals rise rapidly to the first peak at very sh
times, then show a plateau with some superimposed struc
for about the first 1 ps, following which the signals again ri
rapidly to their maximum values at around the 1 ps ma
The subsequent signals next show evidence of a cohe

FIG. 2. Comparison of experimental~solid! and calculated~dashed! pump-
probe signals forA state pump excitation of I2 in solid argon atT540 K and
r*51.07. Results for a range of pump-probe wavelengths are present
, No. 17, 1 May 1997
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 This ar
vibrational feature which undergoes decay out to about 4
ps. Our calculated signal over this time interval decays fa
than observed experimentally, but the frequency of the
herent vibrational feature is well reproduced.

At the shortest probe wavelengths (lprobe5320 nm!, on
the other hand, the calculated and experimental signals a
agree with one another quite accurately and show qua
tively different behavior from that observed at the long
wavelengths. The first major difference to note is that
structured plateau feature between 0 and 1 ps is now c
pletely absent and the spectrum is nearly dark between
sharp peak near zero time and the reappearence of s
neart51 ps. Following this sharp peak at;1 ps the signals
at this shortest wavelength continue to increase out beyo
ps. This is in marked contrast to the long time decay
served both experimentally and theoretically at the lon
wavelengths discussed above.

The peak neart51 ps in the experimental results fo
lprobe5320 nm is delayed relative to the peak at zero ti
compared with our calculated results. This delay is m
likely due to the fact that for this highest energy pump ex
tation the experimental wavepacket is placed higher on
repulsiveA state wall initially so it makes excursions t
larger bond extensions which delay the relative timings
the peaks. As mentioned above, in our calculations we h
fixed the pump energy and varied the probe unlike the
perimental situation where the pump and probe are both
ied. The calculated and experimental timings for all t
longer wavelengths are in better agreement because t
packets are all placed lower on the repulsive wall for
longer wavelengths and the signals are thus reasonably
approximated by our constant probe excitation assumpti

At intermediate wavelengths the different features o
lined above merge continuously from one extreme to
other; the feature between 0 and 1 ps gradually dying ou
the wavelength is decreased, and the long time signal de
at longer wavelengths is slowly pushed out until we see o
the increasing signal at the shortest wavelengths. The a
racy with which these trends and features in the experime
signals are reproduced by our calculations is remarka
given the crude nature of our assumed dipole moment fu
tions, and the lack of any adjustable parameters in the co
lent potential surfaces which determine the nonadiabatic
namics or the ion pair surfaces which influence o
calculated signals through the resonance condition.

In Fig. 3 we resolve our calculated signals into contrib
tions from the transitions originating in theA, A8, and other
diabatic electronic states. From this break down of our c
culated signals we see that over the 0–5 ps interval a
photoexcitation to theA state, the probe signals at all wav
lengths studied are dominated (;75%! by continuedA state
absorption, though there is an important contributi
(;20%! from the close, lower lyingA8 state which appear
very shortly after the initialA state excitation due to stron
nonadiabatic mixing between these states. TheA and A8
contributions to the signals have similar coherent featu
but are initially out of phase with one another. These ch
acteristics are most likely due to the fact that the differen
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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potentialsDVf i responsible forA andA8 absorptions have
similar shapes and that there is a delay time for relaxation
population from theA to theA8 state. It is interesting to note
that theA8 state actually establishes a stable, slowly grow
population over the entire time of simulation. Despite th
the signal contribution from theA8 state initially grows in,
then rapidly decays leaving only signal due to absorpt
from theA state at longer times. This rapid disappearance
A8 signal occurs because trajectories on theA8 surface rap-
idly move out of resonance with the probe, whileA state
trajectories stay resonant for longer. This rapid decreas
A8 absorption is probably what is responsible for our to
calculated signals decaying too quickly at longer times co
pared with experiments as seen in Fig. 2. It is likely that
upperD8 state responsible for most of theA8 absorption
intensity moves out of resonance a little too rapidly as
bond vibration relaxes after excitation. The most questi
able part of theD8 surface we have used in these studies
the short range repulsive region. As we shall see later, th
the region of the upperD8 state most relevant forA8↔D8
absorption when the ensemble of trajectories populating
A8 state undergo vibrational relaxation. On the other ha
the b state which is responsible for most of theA state ab-
sorption, seems more reliable and we believe that at lon
times the signals should actually have comparable contr
tions from bothA and A8 absorptions. The increasedA8

FIG. 3. Analysis of calculated pump-probe signals forA state pump exci-
tation of I2 in solid argon atT540 K and r*51.07. Total signal~solid
curve! is broken down into contributions from probe absorption transitio
originating in theA state~long dashes!, A8 state absorption~short dashes!,
and probe absorptions originating from all other states in~3/2,3/2! covalent
manifold ~dots!. Results for a range of pump-probe wavelengths are p
sented.
, No. 17, 1 May 1997
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 This ar
absorption would make our total calculated signals de
slower, giving better agreement with experimental obser
tions at longer wavelengths.

To understand the origin of the various features of
signals in Fig. 2, we plot the bondlength histories of all o
ensemble members in Fig. 4. In this figure time goes up
y-axis and thex-axis gives the bond extension. The
bondlength histories are determined by the nonadiabatic
namics following the pump pulse, and where these traje
ries go determines how the different wavelength pro
pulses will be absorbed. Above these trajectories we h
stacked traces of the signals at the various probe wavele
computed along our trajectories. These probe signals
plotted as a function of the bondlength along our dynam
trajectories to show where the different probe pulses are
sorbed. These upper panels thus give the average posi
and shapes of the probe absorption windows, and the
history of passage of the trajectories through these wind
gives rise to the dynamics of our calculated signals prese
in Fig. 2.

The variation of the positions of these probe absorpt
windows displayed in the upper panels of Fig. 4 can be
derstood from the calculated covalent and ion pair state e
tronic energy levels displayed in Fig. 5. In this figure w
present the state energies for I2 in a perfect argon fcc crystal
The I2 molecule is placed at the lowest energy equilibriu
geometry and its bond length is stretched holding its ori
tation and center-of-mass fixed at its initial values. To und
stand how the resonance condition selects out the bondle
windows displayed in Fig. 4 we have overlayed Fig. 5 with
curve of the difference potential,DVf i between the first ex-
cited adiabatic covalent state~which corresponds to theA8
diabatic state for most important bondlengths! and the lowest
energy adiabatic ion pair state~which corresponds to the
D8 diabatic state for most bondlengths!. The probe reso-
nance condition occurs when the horizontal probe ene
values intersect this difference potential curve as well as
of the various other possible difference potentials. We
that for the highest probe energies~shortestlprobe) the reso-
nance condition is satisfied for both shorter bondleng
~around 3.2 Å!, and longer bondlengths well beyond;4 Å.
For lower probe energies the two resonance windows m
towards one another and begin to coalesce at the lon
wavelengths used in these studies.

In Fig. 5 we also overlay theA andB state pump exci-
tation energies. The approximate turning points of the c
sical motion occur when the occupied state potential cur
~typically the lower energy covalent states at long
bondlengths! intersect these excitation energies. These re
nance and turning point conditions for the fixed equilibriu
center-of-mass position and orientation of the I2 in the rigid
lattice give only estimates of how far the trajectories go a
where they will absorb or emit a photon. Our trajector
sample distorted and dynamically changing configuration
the system and so these equilibrium frozen lattice res
serve only as a rough guide to what we should expect. F
the signal traces presented in Fig. 4 we see that these
mates are very reasonable; thelprobe5320 nm signal traces
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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show a single main peak centered at around 3.2 Å, consis
with the bondlength at which our representative energy
function in Fig. 5 is cut by the 320 nm probe energy. Fro
this figure we further see that the outer resonance condi
for lprobe5320 nm is satisfied at beyond 5 Å. We do not s
a peak in the signal traces at such bondlengths in Fig
simply because none of our trajectories make it to this bo
extension, which is consistent with having the turning po
for theA state pump excitation (lpump5705 nm! just beyond
4.5 Å as it is presented in Fig. 5.

At progressively longer probe wavelength
(lprobe5352.5, 360.0, and 370.0 nm! we see the inner reso
nance condition~Fig. 5! moves to longer bondlengths con
sistent with the motion of the dominant peak in the sign
traces in Fig. 4. As discussed above the outer resonance
dition in Fig. 5 shifts in with increased wavelength but
never moves in closer than about 4.2 Å. We only see str
contributions from this outer window absorption in the lon
est wavelength signal traces in Fig. 4.

From the bondlength trajectories we see that the exc
state dynamics first takes the I2 bond through the shortes
bondlength windows at very early times giving rise to t
first peaks in the calculated spectra in Fig. 3 very close
zero time. At around the 0.5 ps mark the trajectories
through the first turning points of their motion. Some do th

FIG. 4. Lower panel shows I–I bond length trajectories as functions of t
following A state pump excitation ofI 2 in solid argon atT540 K and
r*51.07. Upper panels show probe signals calculated along these traj
ries plotted as functions of bond length. These plots show which b
lengths give strongest probe absorption signals and how these probe
dows shift as the pump-probe wavelength is varied.
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FIG. 5. Potential energy curves as a function of I–I bond length obtained from DIM calculations for covalent~lowest three groups of states! and ion pair
~upper two groups! manifolds of I2 positioned in its minimum energy orientation in a double substitutional cavity in a frozen argon matrix withr*51.07. The
ion pair states are labeled as in Fig. 1, and the three covalent manifolds are labeled according to their different total angular momentum dissociatio
Horizontal traces indicate experimental pump energies forA state (lpump5705 nm! andB state (lpump5533 nm! pumping. The bond lengths where these to
energy traces intersect the potential curves for the states of the lowest covalent manifold, or theB state diabat, indicate the approximate turning points of
classical motion over these various surfaces. The curve labeled by diamond symbols gives an example of an adiabatic potential differe
DEf i5Ef

ion2Ei
cov ~here i52, and f51). When this energy difference curve intersects the various probe energy traces (lprobe53702320 nm! the probe

resonance condition is achieved giving approximate bondlengths for the inner and outer probe resonance windows.
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earlier and at shorter bondlengths while other trajectories
dergo almost unperturbed motion until they encounter
repulsive solvent wall at beyond 4.5 Å extension. This d
persion results due to the different environments around
I2 sampled as it tumbles about in the low temperature lat
at equilibrium on its ground state potential surface. For
370 nm probe pulse from the bottom trace in Fig. 4 we
that many trajectories which make it to bond extensions
yond about 4 Å have the energy gap between their occup
state and the ion pair manifold resonant with this probe pu
and thus show contributions to the second window abso
tion. The motion through the outer window at this longe
probe wavelength thus gives rise to the peak in the 370
probe signal at around 0.5 ps observed in Fig. 2. The fact
the relative intensity of this signal arising from passa
through the outer window around the 0.5 ps mark agrees
with the experimental results indicates that the assum
functional form of the bondlength dependence of the diab
dipole moment functions is reasonably reliable.

As we increase the probe pulse energy~lowering the
wavelength to saylprobe5320 nm!, we see that the inne
most resonance window shifts to shorter bondlengths w
the outer window will shift to longer bondlengths due to t
curvature of the difference potentials between states in
ionic and covalent manifolds~see solid phase curves in Fig
5!. From Fig. 4 we see that our nonadiabatic trajectories
not reach the outer resonance window for the 320 nm pr
pulse and consequently our calculated signals have a fea
associated with passage through the outer resonance win
that gradually disappears as the probe wavelength is
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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creased~see Fig. 3!, almost quantitatively reproducing th
trend observed in the experimental signals in Fig. 2.

The wavelength dependence of the longer time dyna
cal response observed in the experiments and reprod
qualitatively in our calculated signals~see Fig. 2!, can also
be understood from the trajectories and the variation of
window positions displayed in Fig. 4. The more rapidly d
caying longer time behavior observed in our calculations
lprobe5370 nm arises because the inner most probe abs
tion window, centered at 3.4 Å, is positioned very close
the outer turning point of theA or A8 state vibrational mo-
tion as we see from Fig. 4. As theA/A8 state vibrational
motion damps due to vibrational relaxation and dissipation
the solvent, the amplitude of the bond extensions decays,
the trajectories thus move out of the probe absorption w
dow giving a decreasing signal at longer times. Thus the lo
time decay of the signal forlprobe5370 nm reflects this en
ergy dissipation from the excited I2 vibration.

From Fig. 4 we see that forlprobe5320 nm the probe
absorption window is positioned slightly to the right of th
A/A8 state equilibrium bondlength, thus as the excited st
vibrational motion dissipates energy and the amplitude of
bond extensions decays, trajectories spend more time in
inner probe window so we see the probe absorption sig
increasing steadily with time. The fact that our calculatio
reproduce these variations in signal decay rate with pr
wavelength reasonably well indicates that the DIM man
body excited electronic potentials are accurate functions
both intra- and intermolecular coordinates.
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B. Predicted B state excitation of I 2 in solid argon

In this section we present our calculated signals at v
ous probe wavelengths following pump excitation of I2 at
lpump5533 nm to itsB state in solid argon matrices. Th
excitation is expected to give qualitatively different dyna
ics from theA state excitation studies described in the p
vious section since theB state diabatic surface, being th
lowest energy bound state from the excited~3/2,1/2! mani-
fold, is crossed by several predissociative states from
~3/2,3/2! manifold in the bondlength range 3 Å<RI–I< 3.5
Å as we see in Fig. 5. In our previous work onB state
photoexcitation of I2 in liquid xenon1 we showed that thes
diabatic curve crossings give rise to strong nonadiabatic
fects which have a profound influence on the relaxation
namics. In theA state excitation studies presented above
found that the probe signals were dominated by contin
A state absorption, combined with some transientA8 state
signal which resulted from the nonadiabatic mixing betwe
these two close lying states. Here we thus explore the in
ence on the expected pump-probe signals of a more ener
excitation in which the relaxation dynamics involves cons
erably more complicated nonadiabatic mixing between re
ation channels.

Fortunately these calculations do not tread on co
pletely unknown ground just yet as Apkarian and co-work
have reported experimental pump-probe signals forB state
photoexcitation of I2 in solid krypton matrices.

45 In Fig. 6 we
compare our calculated results for 533/363 and 533/368
pump-probe wavelengths in solid argon with their expe
mental 533/400 nm pump-probe signals in solid krypton. O
choice of probe wavelength is based on the fact that emis
from ion-pair states occurs at 382 nm in Ar and 423 nm
Kr,9 significatly shifted from its gas phase origin at 34
nm.10 Our calculations of the ion pair states of I2 in solid
argon, reproduce this red shift remarkably well showing t
it can be completely understood in terms of solvation of
ionic upper state in the polarizable matrix.

From Fig. 6 we see qualitative agreement between
signal decay and coherent structure in our calculated sig
in argon and experimental results in krypton. The main d
ference between the calculated signals for I2 in argon and the
experimental signal in solid krypton seems to be the per
of the coherent vibrational feature which sets in at ab
;0.75 ps. Our calculations in argon show a slightly high
vibrational frequency than the experiments in krypton, wh
is probably due to the bigger double substitutional cavity
I2 in the solid Kr matrix. In Fig. 7 we explore the influenc
of probe wavelength on our calculated signals and dec
pose them into contributions from different states. We
that there is a small feature in our calculated spectra clos
zero time, in marked contrast to the strong features near
time we saw in our calculatedA state signals in Fig. 3.

The reason for this qualitative difference between ea
time signals forA andB state excitation is that the covale
states which are occupied during the early time nonadiab
relaxation dynamics followingB state excitation are eithe
out of resonance with the appropriate ion pair states to wh
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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they are dipole coupled, or the dipole oscillator strengths
the occupied states which are in resonance are small, re
ing in very little probe absorption. The early time nonad
batic relaxation dynamics followingB state excitation in
solid argon is very similar to the nonadiabatic dynamics
reported followingB state excitation in liquid xenon. Som
nonadiabatic dynamical trajectories exit theB state on the
very first bond extension within 50–100 fs after excitatio
These rapidly relaxing trajectories enter one of three poss
major predissociative diabatic states which have strong
vent induced nonadiabatic coupling to theB state. These
three predissociative channels occur via the1Pu ,

3P2g , or
a states. Within our model of the transition dipole matr
elements between the covalent and ion pair diabatic st
summarized in Sec. II D the type~ii ! transitions possible
from these predissociative states all have relatively small
cillator strengths so despite the fact that they may be re
nant they make little contribution to the calculated pro
signals. The same is true for trajectories which behave
batically and remain in theB state during their early time
dynamics. The type~iii ! transitions from theB state to the
ion pair manifold may come into resonance with the pro
pulse during this early time dynamics but our model for t
dipole oscillator strength for these transitions makes th
probe absorptions relatively weak as well.

There is some confusion in the experimental pape45

concerning the precise specification of the time origin. T

FIG. 6. Comparison of experimental pump-probe signals forB state excita-
tion of I2 in solid krypton~solid curve! and calculated signals for the sam
pump excitation in solid argon~dashed curve! at T540 K andr*51.07.
Results for two different probe wavelengths are presented in an effo
gauge the effect of differing solvent polarizability on ion pair state ene
and probe wavelength.
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experimental data presented in Fig. 6 was taken directly fr
Fig. 1 of Ref. 45. Later in this same paper the time origin
arbitrarily shifted to the beginning of the first probe abso
tion peak and there is no discussion as to why this dat
presented with two different time origins. The only way th
this second time origin, with virtually no delay betwee
pump and probe pulses, could be rationalized within
nonadiabatic dynamics predicted by our calculations is if
type ~iii ! probe absorption transitions from the excitedB
state to the ion pair manifold were to be made considera
more intense, as these transitions are the only ones reso
with the probe at early times. This however is inconsist
with the relative intensities measured in the gas phase of
possibleB andA state absorptions resonant with the prob
As soon as theA state starts to be appreciably populated
the nonadiabatic dynamics, absorptions from this state
roughly 100 times more intense than the probe resonant t
sitions possible from theB state so a strongA state signal is
expected to grow in after the early time nonadiabatic tr
sient dynamics consistent with the delayed appearenc
probe absorption which we see in our calculations and
observed in the experimental results reported in Fig. 1
Ref. 45.

In Fig. 8 we plot the bondlength histories and sign
traces for our initialB state excitation studies, and compa
ing with the results we presented in Fig. 4 for ourA state

FIG. 7. Analysis of calculated pump-probe signals forB state pump exci-
tation of I2 in solid argon atT540 K and r*51.07. Total signal~solid
curve! is broken down into contributions from probe absorption transitio
originating in theA state~long dashes!, A8 state absorption~short dashes!,
X state absorption~dots!, and probe absorptions originating from all oth
states in covalent manifold~dot-dash curve!. Results for a range of pump
probe wavelengths are presented.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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excitation studies we find some significant qualitative diffe
ences. For about the first 0.5–0.75 ps we find that so
trajectories remain in theB state and undergo more than tw
vibrational periods on this bound excited state surface.
each bond extension some of theseB state trajectories bifur-
cate into the various predissociative states and they su
quently undergo extremely large bond extensions out to
tween 5 and 6 Å~beyond even the turning points indicated
the frozen lattice results in Fig. 5!. The first wave of predis-
sociating trajectories recombines at around the;0.75 ps
mark and they do so into theA, A8, andX states. This is
clear from the appearence of the thick group of traject
traces which oscillate around an equilibrium position
about 3.2 Å as we saw before in Fig. 4 for theA andA8 state
recombinations. The additional group of trajectories wh
show very large amplitude and much higher frequency vib
tions about an equilibrium position around 2.7 Å charact
izes the new recombination channel into theX state which
was not evident in ourA state excitation studies. The recom
bination into theseA, A8, andX states at;0.75 ps give rise
to the onset of the strong probe absorptions resulting fr
the type~i! transitions coming into resonance between th
occupied states and their ion pair partners as we see in Fi

From the break down of our calculatedB state excitation
signals presented in Fig. 7 we see that in addition to the n
component absorption associated with trajectories recom
ing in the X state, the dominant contribution to the prob
signal is no longer due to theA state as we found forA state
pumping. For ourB state studies, in contrast, we find that t
probe signals are now dominated by absorption from
lower energyA8 state. The newX state absorption appears a
a transient feature lasting only out to about 2 ps at lon
probe wavelengths, but stays in resonance with the probe
considerably longer at shorter probe wavelengths.

C. Comparison of A and B state excitation of I 2 in
solid argon and xenon

In this final section we explore the influence of solve
on the dynamics following initialA andB state photoexcita-
tion in different rare gas matrices. We thus compare the
namics in argon reported in the earlier sections with res
we find for xenon matrices.

In Fig. 9 we plot our calculated potential curves as
function of I2 bondlength in the frozen xenon matrix. Com
paring with our results in Fig. 5 for the argon matrix we s
that the effect of the larger double substitutional solvent c
ity in xenon gives energy surfaces which are almost flat a
appear very much like the gas phase results out to aro
4–5 Å ~see Fig. 1 from Ref. 1! in marked contrast to the
strongly curved surfaces we find for the tighter double s
stitional cavity in the argon lattice. In xenon the den
charge-transfer-to-solvent manifold associated with states
volving delocalization of the positive charge to vario
p-like hole states on the xenon atoms of the fo
I1I21Xe1 should lie above, but quite close to the ion pa
manifold since the difference in the ionization potentials
I and Xe is only about 1.67 eV compared to the situation

s
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FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 4 only here results forB state excitation of I2 in solid
argon are presented.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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argon where the ionization potential difference is;5.3 eV.
The possibility of overlap between the ion pair and cha
transfer manifolds in xenon thus complicates the calculat
of probe excitation signals in this solvent and we will e
plore the effects of these charge transfer states on the s
tion phase spectroscopy in future work. For the purpose
this article, however, we concern ourselves only with t
influence of the different solvent environment on the qua
tative dynamics of the underlying trajectories within the c
valent manifold.

In Figs. 10 and 11 we thus compare the bondlength h
tories for our various excited state nonadiabatic dynam
ensembles forA andB state excitation, respectively, in bot
the argon and xenon matrices. There are several very stri
differences in the bondlength trajectories for the differe
solvents which are evident in these figures. The most d
matic of these differences is clear in theA state excitation
results displayed in Fig. 10. In solid xenon the nonadiaba
recombination dynamics results in population in all of t
A, A8, andX states similar to the situation we saw forB state
excitation in argon in Sec. III B. ForA state excitation in
argon as we saw in Sec. III A, however, we find no eviden
of recombination back into theX state and only theA, and
A8 states are prepared as a result of this excitation and
sequent relaxation in solid argon. We believe that this app
ent nonadiabatic dynamical filtering of the recombining
FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 5 only here potential curves for I2 in a solid xenon matrix with reduced solvent densityr*51.16 are reported. AgainA andB state pump
excitation energies are indicated.
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FIG. 10. Comparison of I2 bond length trajectories following initialA state excitation in~a! solid argon matrices, and~b! solid xenon matrices.
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mixed electronic state occurs in argon because of the p
imity of the repulsive solvent wall. The gaps between t
adiabatic states are large in the tight solvent cavity of
argon matrix and there is less mixing of theX state into the
dynamical wave function due to the large energy gap to
state. In xenon where the solvent wall is much further aw
the coupling will be much smaller so the electronic wa
function has the opportunity to become a strong admixture
close lyingA, A8, andX states. This surprising effect ind
cates that solvent conditions may provide a subtle way
control mixing of excited electronic states in condens
phase systems.

There are several interesting features to note in Fig.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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where we compare ourB state excitation studies in argo
and xenon. First, for this higher energy excitation the reco
bination dynamics always gives a strongly mixed electro
state at longer times for which the signal is dominated
A, A8, andX state absorption apparently independent of s
vent, unlike the situation discussed above for the lower
ergy A state excitation. Next we note that there is a ve
considerable difference between the argon and xenon
vents in the excitedB state vibrational period of trajectorie
which initially move diabatically and remain in this state o
to about 0.8 ps. The excitation conditions are identical
because of the very tight solvent cavity in argon we s
nearly threeB state vibrational periods with amplitudes ne
, No. 17, 1 May 1997
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FIG. 11. Comparison of I2 bond length trajectories following initialB state excitation in~a! solid argon matrices, and~b! solid xenon matrices.
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;3.5 Å in argon. In xenon, on the other hand, theB state
vibrations in the larger solvent cavity extend beyond;4 Å
and as a result we see a considerably different excited s
vibrational frequency with only two vibrational periods
about 0.8 ps for the xenon matrix.

Experiments onA state excitation in various rare ga
matrices8,14 have revealed small environmental shifts in fr
quency and anharmonicity for this state. We suggest tha
experiment which directly probes theB state vibrational dy-
namics might be sensitive to the large environmen
changes in potential curvature evident in our short time tr
sient results. We have conducted calculations of our abs
tion signals ~equivalent to the experimental laser-induc
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
ticle is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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fluorescence probe! at shorter wavelengths extending dow
to 250 nm in the hope that we could separate out a trans
B state signal but we find that intense absorptions from
A, A8, andX states generally wash out anyB state absorp-
tion signals. Alternative probing methods~e.g., measuremen
of dichroic response! might separate out the transientB state
signal yielding information on this interesting solvent effe

The final feature we note which may also be interest
to explore in alternative probing experiments is the establ
ment of considerable populations of trajectories in sta
other than theA, A8, or X states. From Fig. 11 we see th
following B state excitation in either argon or xenon the
are many trajectories which undergo very different dynam
, No. 17, 1 May 1997
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to the bound oscillatory motion of trajectories which simp
recombine into theA, A8, or X states. These other trajecto
ries show slow undulating bond extensions between ab
3.5 and 5 Å with little evidence of any clear periodic motio
We believe that these trajectories primarily involve recom
nation into the3Su

1(0u
2) state. From Figs. 5 and 9 this sta

@and the other highest energy state in the Franck–Con
region from the~3/2,3/2! manifold, the3Du(3u)] crosses the
B state at the largest bond lengths, and from the intersec
of theB state pump wavelength with this curve we see t
the inner turning point at just under 3.5 Å matches well w
motion in the broad potential well formed by interaction wi
the fluctuating solvent cage at largeR giving an equilibrium
position at around 4 Å in argon and;4.5 Å in xenon in
qualitative agreement with the trajectory traces in Fig.
Comparing with theA state excitation trajectory results i
Fig. 10 we see that this recombination channel is consid
ably less important for this lower energy dynamics.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this article we have demonstrated the extraordin
predictive potential of coupling accurate semiempirical e
cited state molecular electronic stucture methods such
DIM and DIIS, with semiclassical nonadiabatic molecu
dynamics techniques so that ultrafast electronically exc
state molecular relaxation processes in condensed phase
tems can be reliably treated. The quantitative agreement
tween the calculated and experimental ultrafast pump-pr
signals exploringA andB state photoexcitation of I2 in rare
gas matrices gives us faith that:~1! the interpretation of the
experimental signals emerging from the detailed analysi
our calculated signals presented here is reliable, and~2! it
will be very worthwhile pursuing experiments to test t
different predictions of these calculations, one of the m
intriguing of which is the apparent sensitivity of the ca
induced recombination dynamics to solvent environment
pump excitation energy. Our calculations reveal that the
combination pathways can be significantly influenced
both these experimentally adjustable parameters. These
ies thus suggest that the pathway of such a complex c
densed phase excited state predissociation/recombinatio
action might be controlled in a predictable way.

There are dramatic qualitative differences between
experimentalB state pump-probe signals in the solid phase45

with their coherent vibrational dynamics persisting out b
yond 5 ps, and the liquid state~cyclohexane! results of
Scherer and co-workers24 which indicate a rapidly dampe
dichroic response showing vibrational coherence lasting o
for about 0.5 ps. The picture emerging from both the cal
lations reported here for the solid phase, and our previ
liquid phase~xenon! studies ofB state excitation1 is that the
underlying early time electronically nonadiabatic relaxati
dynamics in either of these condensed phases is remark
similar; the I2 molecule undergoes predissociation from t
B state via several different channels~predominently the
1Pu ,

3P2g , or a states! on either the 1st, 2nd, or 3rdB state
vibrational extension~i.e., between 0.1 and 0.7 ps!. In our
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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liquid state survey study1 we see subsequent geminate r
combination dynamics only at the highest liquid densit
studied where only about 25% of our trajectories recomb
and do so into theA8 state within about 1–1.5 ps after initia
excitation. In contrast,all B state trajectories in the solid
phase calculations reported here undergo rapid predisso
tion followed by recombination dynamics and into either t
A, A8, orX states and it is this complete recombination in t
solid phase which is responsible for the long time coher
vibrational dynamics observed in the matrix studies.
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